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		Start your order
	
 
	
	
			Prices are VAT inclusive

    

	



		
			
							  
			  
				What you need to know to experience 1Gbps? 

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
						
							
										 	
		
				
				Making the most of your 1Gbps internet experience

			
				The maximum speed you can achieve on your devices

		    

			
			
						Using Ethernet Cable (Wi-Fi disabled)	Using Wi-Fi
			2.4GHz	5GHz
	Download speed	Up to 940Mbps	Up to 100Mbps	Up to 600Mbps


			

			
			
				
				
				With 1Gbps, you can do everything you already do online, but a lot more of it, and faster. 

				The maximum speed  you can achieve will depend on the type of connection and the device that you are using. 

				
				a) Ethernet Cable (Laptop/ PC using CAT6 LAN cable) 

			
				You need to have a Gigabit Ethernet card to be able to reach speeds of around 940Mbps.

				
				b) Wi-Fi connection (Smartphone/ Tablet/ Laptop) 

				
				Your device should support Wi-Fi 5(802.11ac) or Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) protocol. You can easily check your device specifications on GSMArena.com. Look for the WLAN details in COMMS section. If Wi-Fi ac/ax/5/6 is mentioned, it implies that your device supports the required Wi-Fi protocol.

				
				Example
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				What you need to know to experience 500Mbps? 

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
						
							
											
	
			
			Making the most of your 500Mbps internet experience

			
			The maximum speed you can achieve on your devices

		

		
		
					Using Ethernet Cable (Wi-Fi disabled)	Using Wi-Fi
			2.4GHz	5GHz
	Download speed	Up to 500Mbps	Up to 110Mbps	Up to 500Mbps


		

		
		
		
			With 500Mbps, you can do everything you already do online, but a lot more of it, and faster. 

			The maximum speed  you can achieve will depend on the type of connection and the device that you are using. 

			
			a) Ethernet Cable (Laptop/ PC using CAT6 LAN cable) 

			
			You need to have a Gigabit Ethernet card to be able to reach speeds of around 500Mbps.

			
			b) Wi-Fi connection (Smartphone/ Tablet/ Laptop) 

			
			Your device should support Wi-Fi 5(802.11ac) or Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) protocol. You can easily check your device specifications on GSMArena.com. Look for the WLAN details in COMMS section. If Wi-Fi ac/ax/5/6 is mentioned, it implies that your device supports the required Wi-Fi protocol.
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					2 Premium TV Packs

					included in your offer as from 100Mbps
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				Start your order
			

		
	
	
	
 


		
			
							  
			  
				Entertainment Pack

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
						
																						
									[image: TF1]
									
										TF1 
																				
										Leading French general television channel featuring  news, films, series, entertainment, sports, magazines and documentaries
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: M6]
									
										M6 
																				
										Popular French TV channel offering a great selection of programmes covering culture, fashion, lifestyle� Includes also films, series, news, sports�
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: TMC]
									
										TMC 
																				
										General entertainment channel featuring  live concerts, talk shows, sports, cinema
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: W9]
									
										W9 
																				
										General TV  and entertainment channel featuring video clips, music shows, series, magazines  
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: Comedy Central]
									
										Comedy Central 
																				
										A leading entertainment channel delivering the best stand-up specials, sketch shows, animation and more
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: 6ter]
									
										6ter 
																				
										M6's little sister. Family-oriented channel airing  shows, magazines, documentaries, series and movies
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: RFM TV]
									
										RFM TV 
																				
										Music channel focused on pop-rock music from the 80's to date

										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: Teva]
									
										Teva 
																				
										T�va est une cha�ne mini g�n�raliste de t�l�vision num�rique. Le coeur de cible est la m�nag�re de moins de 50 ans. Depuis ses d�buts, elle s�adresse � un public essentiellement f�minin avec enfants. Elle est la premi�re cha�ne � avoir choisi ce positionnement.
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										TFX 
																				
										Channel targeting mostly the Millennials: youth-related entertainment programmes, reality TV, cinema with a mix of blockbusters, comedy and superhero movies
										

																		
								
	
																				

					
				
			

	  





		
			
							  
			  
				Junior Pack

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
						
																						
									[image: Baby TV]
									
										Baby TV 
																				
										For kids, babies, toddlers and parents.  Offers a variety of exclusive programmes for children and parents to enjoy together
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: Tiji]
									
										Tiji 
																				
										Sweet and funny programmes for kids with contents that stimulate their imagination
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: Cartoon Network]
									
										Cartoon Network 
																				
										Offers original content for kids and families. The channel boasts an array of well-known animations and popular characters
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: Warner TV Next]
									
										Warner TV Next 
																				
										Dedicated to the superhero universe and lets viewers discover the fantastic world of DC comics
										

																		
								
	
															
									[image: Nickelodeon]
									
										Nickelodeon 
																				
										A leading kids-tweens-teens channel  offering a wide range of shows, animated series, dramas and comedies
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									[image: National Geographic Wild ]
									
										National Geographic Wild  
																				
										Dedicated to providing a unique insight into the natural world, the environment and the amazing creatures that inhabit it

										

																				
								
	
															
									[image: National Geographic]
									
										National Geographic 
																				
										The home of exploration, the channel features smart factual documentaries  involving nature, science, culture, technology and history
										

																				
								
	
															
									[image: Histoire TV]
									
										Histoire TV 
																				
										Educational and entertaining programmes on historical events. Features series, films, magazines and documentaries covering all periods of world history
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										Ushuaia TV 
																				
										An invitation to explore the world, its people and wonders
										

																				
								
	
																				

					
				
			

	  





		
			
							  
			  
				Sony Pack

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
						
																						
									[image: SONY Max]
									
										SONY Max 
																				
										Hindi Movies channel;  shows old and new Hindi blockbusters and presents many exclusive film related programmes.

										

																			
								
	
															
									[image: SONY Sab]
									
										SONY Sab 
																				
										Dedicated to promoting an enjoyable 'family-viewing' experience with an impressive line-up of fresh programmes and light-hearted content

										

																			
								
	
															
									[image: SET]
									
										SET 
																				
										A 24 hour Hindi general entertainment channel offering a complete spectrum of genres: thrillers, dramas, comedies, game shows, dance shows...
										

																			
								
	
																					
						

					
				
			

	  



	

	
	  
		DStv Stream

		
			Stream all your favourites Live Sports, Movies, TV Shows and more

		
	
	  

	


	
										
		
		
		  
			  
			 
				  										  
				   
										
						
						  
DStv Stream

						  Access
						
						
							
							60+ Channels
							

							
							10+ HD Channels
							

						

				  

				  
					  
							
								Rs 390 /month
							
					  

					  
						
						See details >
						
					  

				  

				  
				  
			  
			  
		  


		  
		    			
				  										  
				   
										
						
						  
DStv Stream

						  Family
						
						
							 
								85+ Channels
							  

							  
								10+ HD Channels
							 

						

						
				  

				  
					  
							
								Rs 600 /month
							
					  

					  
						
						See details >
						
					  

				  
			  	   
			  
			  
		  


		  
		    			
				  										  
				   
										
						
						  
DStv Stream

						  Compact
						
						
						  
							110+ Channels
						  

						  
							25+ HD Channels
						  

						 
 
				  

				  
					  
							
								Rs 800 /month
							
					  

					  
						
						See details >
						
					  

				  
			  		   
			  
			  
		  


		  
		    			
				  										  
				   
										
						
						  
DStv Stream

						  Compact Plus
						
						
							
							130+ Channels
							

							
							30+ HD Channels
							

						

				  

				  
					  
							
								Rs 1,500 /month
							
					  

					  
						
						See details >
						
					  

				  
			  	   
			 				 
		  


		  
		    			
				  										  
				   
										
						
						  
DStv Stream

						  Premium
						
						
							
							150+ Channels
							

							
								40+ HD Channels
							

						

				  

				  
					  
							
								Rs 2,500 /month
							
					  

					  
						
						See details >
						
					  

				  
			  	   
			 				 
		  


		

		
		
		
			Prices are VAT inclusive

		

		
			
	

	
		Discover DStv stream
	
	Subscribe now
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				Start your order
			
	

		

		
			Prices are VAT inclusive
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				Sports Pack
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				Bollywood Mega Pack

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
													
																						
								
									[image: ZEE TV]
									
										ZEE TV 
																				
										Official account of India's pioneering Hindi General Entertainment Channel in India
										

																		
								
								
															
								
									[image: ZEE Cinema]
									
										ZEE Cinema 
																				
										Zee Cinema, the ultimate Hindi movie destination on TV, was launched in 1995
										

																		
								
								
															
								
									[image: SONY Max]
									
										SONY Max 
																				
										Hindi Movies channel;  shows old and new Hindi blockbusters and presents many exclusive film related programmes.
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										SET 
																				
										A 24 hour Hindi general entertainment channel offering a complete spectrum of genres: thrillers, dramas, comedies, game shows, dance shows...
										

																		
								
								
															
								
									[image: SONY Sab]
									
										SONY Sab 
																				
										Dedicated to promoting an enjoyable 'family-viewing' experience with an impressive line-up of fresh programmes and light-hearted content

										

																		
								
								
															
								
									[image: Star Gold]
									
										Star Gold 
																				
										Bollywood movie channel offering one of the largest Indian film libraries in the world, showcasing Bollywood's legendary, hot stars and filmmakers

										

																		
								
								
															
								
									[image: STAR PLUS]
									
										STAR PLUS 
																				
										Hindi entertainment channel with a line-up that includes popular drama, comedy, lifestyle, game shows, and current affairs programmes
										

																		
								
								
															
								
									[image: Utsav Bharat]
									
										Utsav Bharat 
																				
										A family oriented channel offering entertaining programmes which focus on positive, heart-warming tales ; an invitation to relax and enjoy  life
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										Colors 
																				
										An Indian general entertainment featuring family dramas, comedies, youth-oriented reality shows, fiction shows, Blockbuster movies....
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										B4U Movies 
																				
										A non stop Bollywood movie channel playing latest blockbusters, old time classics including family entertainers, romantic comedies and dramas
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										MTV India 
																				
										An Indian entertainment channel�specialising in music, reality, and youth culture programming. Consists essentially of game shows and music clips 
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										Bindass 
																				
										An Indian music channel targeted at the youth, screening musical video clips and songs from Hindi movies
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										Zing 
																				
										This 24-hour-music channel from the Zee bouquet has new shows, vignettes and bigger stars which promise to add more colour to your life!
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										B4U Music 
																				
										A 24 hour music channel for Bollywood film tracks, revival of the golden oldies and commercial hits
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										Star Gold Romance 
																				
										An Indian movie channel airing recent and old Hindi movies
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										TF1 S�ries Films 
																				
										Dedicated to cinema, popular series and French fiction
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										RTL9 
																				
										French speaking channel dedicated to series and movies
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										Warner TV 
																				
										Channel focusing on American series and movies : comedy, action, thriller�
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										Nina Novelas 
																				
										100% Telenovelas channel showcasing Telenovelas from Africa, Brazil and the rest of world
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										OCS Max 
																				
										Channel focusing on cinema, teenage movies and romantic comedies: exclusive premieres, sitcoms and new series
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										OCS geants 
																				
										Features the golden age of cinema westerns, musicals, comedies� and a large selection of documentaries
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										OCS Pulp 
																				
										The channel for fans of action, thrillers, horror films and extreme cinema
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										Service catch-up des chaines OCSs
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										OCS Max 
																				
										Channel focusing on cinema, teenage movies and romantic comedies: exclusive premieres, sitcoms and new series
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										OCS geants 
																				
										Features the golden age of cinema westerns, musicals, comedies� and a large selection of documentaries
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										OCS Pulp 
																				
										The channel for fans of action, thrillers, horror films and extreme cinema
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										Service catch-up des chaines OCSs
										

																	
								
								
																				

					
				
			

	  




		
			
							  
			  
				Bollywood Pack
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										Star Gold 
																				
										Bollywood movie channel offering one of the largest Indian film libraries in the world, showcasing Bollywood's legendary, hot stars and filmmakers
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										STAR PLUS 
																				
										Hindi entertainment channel with a line-up that includes popular drama, comedy, lifestyle, game shows, and current affairs programmes
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										Utsav Bharat 
																				
										A family oriented channel offering entertaining programmes which focus on positive, heart-warming tales ; an invitation to relax and enjoy  life
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										Colors 
																				
										An Indian general entertainment featuring family dramas, comedies, youth-oriented reality shows, fiction shows, Blockbuster movies....
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										B4U Movies 
																				
										A non stop Bollywood movie channel playing latest blockbusters, old time classics including family entertainers, romantic comedies and dramas
										

										
								
								
																				

					
				
			

	  




		
			
							  
			  
				TF1 Spécial Pack
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										TF1 
																				
										Leading French general television channel featuring  news, films, series, entertainment, sports, magazines and documentaries
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										TMC 
																				
										General entertainment channel featuring  live concerts, talk shows, sports, cinema
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										TFX 
																				
										Channel targeting mostly the Millennials: youth-related entertainment programmes, reality TV, cinema with a mix of blockbusters, comedy and superhero movies
										

										
								
								
																				

					
				
			

	  




		
			
							  
			  
				M6 Spécial Pack
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										M6 
																				
										Popular French TV channel offering a great selection of programmes covering culture, fashion, lifestyle� Includes also films, series, news, sports�
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										W9 
																				
										General TV  and entertainment channel featuring video clips, music shows, series, magazines  
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										6ter 
																				
										M6's little sister. Family-oriented channel airing  shows, magazines, documentaries, series and movies
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										Bindass 
																				
										An Indian music channel targeted at the youth, screening musical video clips and songs from Hindi movies
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										Star Gold Romance 
																				
										An Indian movie channel airing recent and old Hindi movies
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						TV à la Carte

						Spice up your TV experience
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				Start your order
			

		
	
		
			Prices are VAT inclusive

		

	




			


	
	  
		
		  
			
			  All my.t TV Pack

			  100+ TV channels 
 for a richer experience

			

			
				Rs 1,800 /month

				VAT incl.

			

			
				
					View all channels
					Subscribe now
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					Dual Room
				  
					Different rooms, Different channels, Same time

					Watch all your TV channels on a 2nd TV

					
													
								Rs 350 /month


								VAT incl.

							

							
					
					
					
						 More info
						
						Subscribe now
					

					
					
										
				  

				

			  		  
			

		  

		

	  

	

	


  



		
			
							  
			  
				Dual Room 

			  
			  
				
			  
			

			
					
						
							
								
	
		What is Dual Room?

        Watch all your TV channels on a 2nd TV with our Dual Room service. You can watch different channels on each TV with this service.

    

    
		How much does it cost?

		
			
			Monthly rental of Rs 350 (VAT incl.).

			One-off fee of Rs 1,500 (VAT incl.) 
			
			

	
	
		Conditions of Dual Room service

        	Available to 4K Smart Box customers only
	Minimum subscription period of 12 months
	A length of wire not exceeding 40m is provided for the installation of the 2nd decoder/TV
	If your 2nd TV is situated at a distance exceeding the 40 metres provided for free in this service, you will be charged an extra 
 Rs 200 one-off fee
	A penalty fee of Rs 1,000 VAT exc applies if you terminate this service within the minimum subscription period of 12 months
	This service is eligible for a single household and should not be extended to other tenants/households who could be living in the same building


    


	
							

						

					
				
			

	  


	


	
  
    
            
        Wi-Fi Extender

		Enhance your Wi-Fi coverage at home
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		    Included in our 200Mbps, 300Mbps, 500Mbps and 1Gbps Home Internet & TV offers 
		 		
		

	

	

		
			
				Discover
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			  my.t Smart Box

			  
			  All your TV, all your apps in one place
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					Stunning 4K Images
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					Built-in Chromecast
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					Google Apps store


					
				  
				

			

			

			
					More info
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						Need a new line or moving house?
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                  Getting a new line

                  I would like to apply for a new telephone line

				  
				  
				  
                

				
				
				
					
					
						
							More info
						

					

				
				
					
						
							Apply now
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                  Transfer my fixed line

                  I would like to transfer my Internet & TV services to a new address

				  
                

				
				
				
					
						
							More info
						

					


					
						
							Apply now
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                  Unlimited Fixed line offers

                  Discover our Unlimited Fixed line offers ALO 100 and ALO 400

				  
				  
				  
                

				
				
				
					
						
							More info
						

					

				
					
						
							Apply now
						

					

					
				

				
				
				
				
              
              
            

          

		  
		  		  
		  
			Prices are VAT inclusive

		  

		  
        

      
	  
	  


		
							  
			  
				Subscribing to a Fixed line
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								Installation Fees


								Rs 1,500
(VAT Incl.)
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								Installation Fees


								Rs 1,500
(VAT Incl.)
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									Additional Fees  
									(For installation outside business hours)

									Monday - Friday  16h30 - 18h30

									Saturday & Public Holidays  08h00 – 16h00

								

								Rs 500
(VAT Incl.)
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									Additional Fees

									(For installation outside business hours)

									Monday - Friday
16h30 - 18h30

									Saturday & Public Holidays
08h00 – 16h00

								

								Rs 500
(VAT Incl.)
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									Refundable Security Deposit

									For Residential Mauritians & Non-Citizens
								

								Rs 1,000
(Exempted from VAT)
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									Refundable Security Deposit

									For Residential Mauritians & Non-Citizens
								

								Rs 1,000
(Exempted from VAT)
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									Monthly Line Rental

								

								Rs 90
per month
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									Monthly Line Rental

								

								Rs 90
per month


							

						

					

					
					
						Apply now
					

					
					
					
						Note: If you are not ready for an installation within 90 days after you have made your request, the request will be automatically cancelled.

						Read Terms & Conditions

					

				

				
			

	  








		
							  
			  
				Fixed Line Transfer
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								Fixed Line Transfer Fees


								As from Rs 1,500
(VAT Incl.)
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								Fixed Line Transfer Fees


								As from Rs 1,500
(VAT Incl.)


							

						

					

					
										  
						
						
														
								
									Moving house

									You are moving house and would like to transfer your MT fixed line along with other my.t home services, if you have any, to a new address. Our agents will contact you to confirm your request and inform you on the cost.

									Depending on the new address, your existing phone number can remain the same or may change.

									Please specify the following when you submit your application:

										Your new address
	A tentative date on which to cancel your existing line
	A tentative date on which to change to the billing address of your existing fixed line so that you do not miss out on any bill payments.


									
								

							

						

					

					
					
						Apply now
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		FAQs

		You've got questions,
we've got answers
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		Troubleshooting Guide
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		my.t Smart Box / Smart Box Pro

		
		
		

	  

	


		
		
	
	  
		
			
		  
		Here's the legal bit
		
		
		Terms and Conditions
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